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The Preaching of St Paul at Ephesus by Eustache Le Sueur.
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Lights out: the ebb of
scientific authority
To fight denialism, learn from the shapers of our
scientific infrastructure, urges Robert P. Crease.

H

anging in the Louvre Museum in
Paris is an imposing painting, The
Preaching of St Paul at Ephesus. In
this 1649 work by Eustache Le Sueur, the
fiery apostle lifts his right hand as if scolding the audience, while clutching a book
of scripture in his left. Among the rapt or
fearful listeners are people busily throwing
books into a fire. Look carefully, and you see
geometric images on some of the pages.
The not-so-subtle message hinges on
Galileo Galilei’s famous statement in 1623 that
the book of nature is written in mathematical
figures — implying that those who decipher
it speak as authoritatively as clerics. That was
religious heresy. Galileo lived in an era that
knew two principal sources of authority:
church and state. He attempted to show that
scientists had another kind of authority, with

which politicians, clerics and agenda-driven
advocates would have to reckon. Galileo did
not prevail, at least not
at first. He was tried in
1633, convicted and
sentenced to house
arrest until his death
in 1642. But, by the end
of the century, European governments
began recognizing the
authority that Galileo
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Christakis, unlike Wilson and Moffett,
sees us as genetically predisposed to be
good to one another, even beyond our
immediate group. Blueprint interweaves
engaging examples of people, places and
events to offer hope that humans can
form communities under even the most
challenging circumstances, such as the
small-scale societies that emerge after
shipwrecks. Christakis proposes that a
“social suite” of patterns and processes
predisposes us to work together to create
a “morally good society”, which enhances
individual and group fitness.
Although Christakis engages more
widely with current anthropological
and primatological data and theory than
do Wilson and Moffett, he shares their
commitment to the idea of evolution as
genes using bodies. As he puts it: “Our
own genes — and our friends’ genes —
seem to be working to build a safer and
calmer world.” In my view, this is unlikely,
given what we know about how genes and
genomic systems function, and the patterns of violence, inequality and instability
in human history (and in the present). Fortunately, elsewhere he develops his ‘blueprint’ theme in rich and nuanced ways. He
shows, for example, that the increasingly
complex social systems of our ancestors
— involving deep social networks and
bonding, intensive social learning and
teaching, the ratcheting up of material
and structural complexity — shaped their
niche and restructured selection pressures.
But all three books share two elements
that restrict insight.
The first is a belief that stories of
targeted selection are the key to the rise
of our societies. All three proposals would
have benefited from engaging with the
theories of the extended evolutionary synthesis, which draw on what in my opinion are more accurate representations of
developmental, genomic and epigenomic
processes. With this, the books might have
avoided their second shortcoming: a devotion to an anthropologically naive idea of
‘tribalism’ and its damaging associated
assumptions that patterns of evolutionary
differentiation underlie and explain forms
of severe discrimination.
Today, with extreme inequality, and the
massive, ongoing violence of nationalism,
religious conflict and racism, how experts
parse these systems influences how our
societies think about them. Now is a crucial time for scholars to resist familiarity
and push themselves to reach across paradigms to obtain the best and most accurate
information and interpretation. ■
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science is again under attack. In areas of
appealed to theology, he went right back at
national and global consequence — from
them by citing their own authorities in neat
climate to medicine —political leaders feel
ripostes, such as “The Bible tells us the way
confident that they can reject scientific claims,
to go to heaven, not the way the heavens go!”
substituting myths and cherry-picked facts. I
This strategy is harder in today’s world. Conhave spent five years investigating why this has
temporary science deniers have not one (relihappened and what can be done.
gious) motive, but many — greed, fear, bias,
Preaching, denouncing or shouting
convenience, profits, politics — to which they
‘Science works!’ won’t help. Neither will
cling with various degrees of sincerity and
throwing around statistics, graphs and
cynicism. Galileo cleverly acknowledged the
charts. The best approach, in my view,
is to examine the experiences of early
proponents of scientific authority
who faced powerful resistance, risked
their careers and even lives, and had to
develop countermeasures. In my latest
book, The Workshop and the World, I
describe what they can teach us about
confronting modern science denial.
So: what went wrong?
It is tempting to think that scientific
authority is natural and will soon reassert itself like a sturdy self-righting boat
knocked over by a rogue wave. The
ugly truth is that science is more like
Facebook, whose positive features are
also vulnerabilities. Precisely because
it allows us to connect and share, Facebook creates opportunities for misuse.
Similarly, science is an exemplary form
of enquiry because it is technical, fallible, done in communities and able
to reshape our values. But these very
features allow detractors to reject the
authority even of eminent experts.
Philosopher Hannah Arendt in 1944.
The technical aspect of science —
interpreting data — demands expertise, but
values of his enemies. If interviewed today by
can make science seem remote and abstract,
a committee about US congressional responenabling politicians to dismiss it. (In 2014,
sibilities towards science, he would probably
asked whether climate change is a real probrespond: “The founding fathers told us to
lem, US Senate majority leader Mitch McCocreate legislation, not to legislate creation!”
nnell, a Republican, said: “I am not a scientist.
Science denial, however, is like crime:
combating it requires both short-term and
I’m interested in protecting Kentucky’s economy.”) Science’s fallibility, which allows revilong-term strategies. A crucial clue to a longsion on the basis of new information, can
term solution comes from studying the expeleave it sidelined because ‘the jury’s still out’.
riences of non-Western nations that imported
The collective practice of science and the
Western science. They had to work out how to
fact that findings are subject to extensive
incorporate it while convincing sceptics that
checks can mean that results are viewed as
it would not destroy their culture and values.
products of elite or disguised interests. And
I cite the case of the Ottoman Empire in my
science’s impact on certain values exposes it
book. For centuries, it controlled a vast area
to rejection by those to whom such values
in southern Europe, western Asia and North
are primary. (After the 2009 United Nations
Africa, and had made important advances in
Climate Change Conference in Copen
medicine, astronomy and arithmetic. But by
hagen, former governor of Alaska Sarah
the mid-eighteenth century, it began to suffer
Palin tweeted: “arrogant&naive2say man
serious military defeats.
overpowers nature”.)
The imperial powers, especially after Sultan
If the entire range of such vulnerabilities is
Abdülmecid I (1823–61), saw the cause as a
not understood, attacking science denial is a
lack of Western-style science. Yet could they
frustrating game of whack-a-mole: it simply
import it, and still be faithful Muslims and
patriotic citizens? The debate took place at
crops up elsewhere. To curb it, we have to
all levels of Ottoman society, from governcomprehend what makes the whack-a-mole
machine tick.
ment to popular culture, in novels, plays and
Early proponents of the authority of science
even cartoons. When Mustafa Kemal Atatürk,
had to understand the machine and develop
founder and first president of the Turkish
Republic, declared in 1924 that “the truest
countermeasures. Galileo, a rhetorical bullguide is knowledge and science”, it was the
dozer, was a master at it. When his enemies
.
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outcome of an extensive self-examination that
amounted to a large-scale humanities education. The debate turned on who the Ottoman
people thought they were, and who they
wanted to become. The authority of science
rested on people, not on tools or methods or
charts and data.
I conclude my book with a discussion of
the German-American philosopher Hannah
Arendt. Arendt barely escaped the Holocaust — she was briefly imprisoned by
the Gestapo in 1933 and shipped to an
internment camp for a few weeks in
1940 — and lived through a time when
human rights vanished and moral
authority disappeared. Her writings
on politics, truth and lying have been
much cited in recent discourse on the
sorry state of politics. Most relevant
are her writings on authority. This, she
thought, is neither innate nor automatic, and facts alone don’t have it. It
is possible only thanks to institutions
that create what she called public space.
Without that, it is possible for people
who are not personally accomplished,
who pontificate in recycled stock
phrases, who polarize situations and
who are insatiable braggarts coveting
media coverage, to acquire power and
influence. She could explain that only
by telling the full story of how humanity got itself in that position in the first
place, in books such as The Origins of
Totalitarianism (1951).
The same is true of the ebbing of
scientific authority, seen in everything from
denialism over vaccine utility to the ambivalence in US President Donald Trump’s
administration over the Iran nuclear deal,
hammered out by scientists. This state of
affairs did not just happen: it is the product of
how our traditions have been eroded. Only
by retelling that story — of how the authority of the scientific workshop was promoted,
attacked, defended, coupled with society and
then diminished — can we have an idea of
how to respond when it decouples. Taking
that first step is the aim of The Workshop and
the World. ■
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CORRECTION
The article ‘Bad science and the unisex
brain’ (Nature 566, 453–454; 2019)
erroneously stated that nonlinear scaling
of some brain features can be seen in
comparisons of small-headed men and
large-headed women. In fact, the scaling
cannot be seen in such comparisons.
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